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In doing this job for machinery manufacturers and users, the 
Expect Exceptional 

ball bearing is outstanding. Performance of 
Bg neek : oe : ‘ NEW DEPARTURE! Because friction is practically eliminated in the ball bearing, 

there is no adjustment due to wear. This in turn means extreme Lia’ 

Accuracy—not only in new machines, but throughout their f...) 
. ieee . 

longer life. AN s 

So advantageous are New Departure ball bearing applica- ‘ 
‘, a + os Throughout ten gruelling years, tions . . . in lower maintenance costs, in increased accuracy of two and three shifts every 

5 . . . . day, much of it at high speeds 
during production, in longer machine life . . . that first costs are with carboloy tools...these New 

Departure ball bearings proved 
hardly an important consideration. Accuracy means greater their ability, toitiiatritain -aceus, 

acy under severe conditions. 

profits! 

ENGINEERING STUDENTS: For interesting brochure, 
“Accuracy Pays Extra Dividends,” write to New Departure, 
Division General Motors Sales Corporation, Bristol, Conn. 
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Ou The Cover... Editorially Speaking . .. 

EVOLUTIONARY in this wasteful world which each IHE WISCONSIN ENGINEER is a magazine devoted to the 
1 hes the end of its limited ly of maintenance of the progress and ascendancy of the College 

year closer approaches the end of its limited supply 0 of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin. It does not 
oil, coal and timer, Forest Products Laboratory caused exist for the purpose of pleasure and profit but to present a two- 

i ide i . . 1éti The k fold service to past and present Wisconsin student engineers. 
nation-wide interest since its completion. € keynote to First, this magazine can directly aid the student as a news organ 

the laboratory’s activities is lettered over its threshold: and professional journal. After graduation, the engineer as a 
CW} imb is the b. imb ion,” and th matter of course reads and studies the technical journals of his 

tse timber use is the best timber conservation, and the jp ,ofession. Likewise it behooves the student engineer to develop 
institution is uniquely dedicated to the investigation of such a reading habit to keep himself posted on developments and 

d and 4 prod 4d their adaptation to diversi. PaPPenings in both his college and the engineering world as a 
wood and wood products and their adaptation to Civersi- whole. The bill of fare of THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER in- 
fied fields of use. cludes articles of all kinds, but strictly technical treatises are de- 

. emphasized for the sake of reader interest. 
The present Forest Products Laboratory, representing And the advertising—have you ever wondered what the com- 

an investment of more than $1,500,000, was designed and panies whose advertisements appear here expect in return for their 
. sheen support of this magazine? Ic is as potential engineers that chey 

built by Frank Lloyd Wright in the years between 1930 regard you—men who will sometime be seeking employment and 
and 1932. A federal institution, it is owned and main- eventually buying or using capital goods. So let it be as true 

: by-th . h h th hick engineers that we read our magazine. 
tained by the United States, though the property on which Many students are also directly benefitted by THE WISCON- 
it stands was provided by the state of Wisconsin. SIN ENGINEER as members of its editorial and business staffs. 

. . . . As an extracurricular activity, participation in the publication of 
The heaviest piece of equipment in the laboratory, a THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER is educational and broadening, 

machine capable of applying test loads of a million and the experience may stand the student in good stead before 
P Pp 8 a) and after graduation. 

pounds, weighs over 80 tons. The research division for A second, indirect benefit to the student is realized through the 
: existence of THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER. By upholding and 

wood pulp and paper has complete equipment for paper {building the status of the College of Engineering, the status of 
making and, in many experiments, the laboratory’s saw- each and every student, alumnus, and faculty member is similarly 

ill pl 3 upheld and upbuilt. As a progressive city has its own newspaper, 
mull plays an important part. so should a progressive college have its own journal. THE 

. : . WISCONSIN ENGINEER b: ason of it 5 i i i Though the laboratory is not the only one of its kind, ee tl by reason of its existence is doing its 
part to maintain our college’s reputation and prestige which is so 

the men in charge answer inquiries from all over the world valuable to all of us. Then again, this magazine represents an 
f hose wh 7 bf é weed organized facility, which, whether used or not, is always available 
rom those who seek advice on problems of wood usage. to the college and the university. 
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THE EXPO Jt B = oaming 
AST SEMESTER you heard an occasional sizzle; a crowning of St. Pat... the forty some mammoth indus- 

L month ago it began to puff; soon it was whistling; trial presentations . . . the one hundred interesting student 
and now it bursts forth into a full head of steam exhibits . . . the continuous movies . . . and how about 

with everything running at top notch performance. Yes, that little device used to measure the potential of oscu- 

the UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ENGINEERING lation, more commonly known as the kissometer? There 

EXPOSITION is speeding on its way, and the outlook was interest for all from young to old and weak to strong. 
for this year is even greater than that of last year’s won- What is still more important, this year’s attractions will 

derful success. As Ray Erickson, general chairman of the be even greater, and if the interest resulting equals the in- 

present Expo, puts it, “Every indication points to a bigger terest put into the exposition by the students, it is simply 

and better exposition for this year, and when we say big- bound to be a show of the four star variety. 

ger, we mean bigger.” Our engi- In a foremost spotlight of the 

neers are working fast and furi- coming Expo stands the tradi- 

ously to prepare for the crowning ORGANIZATION tional St. Pat’s dance that will be 

triumph of this 1941 edition on . held at the Union on March 28. 

the days March 27 to 29, inclu- pay aeteeuon cine King Pat, nominated by the te: 

sive. The exhibits will be placed Assistant Chairmen in Charge of Exhibits spective engineering societies, will 

as previously in the Mechanical WILLIAM ZUNKE, ME 4 be chosen on the basis of ticket 

Engineering and Mining Build- ARTHUR BURNS, ME 4 and button sales. He will reign 
ings. Industrial Exhibits Chairman over the dance with his chosen 

This Expo, the second of its HAROLD.PETERSON, ChE’ queen, and the court of honor 
kind on the campus, is the result nae nous as will consist of six knights of St. 

of an exchange for the St. Pat : . = ae Patrick. 
. Assistant Chairman in Charge of Organization 

parades which became famous GEORGE SCHAACK, ME 3 With the experience gained 

for their disastrous results to our Housing Chairman from the 1940 exposition, a very 

fair city. St. Pat, the Patron DANIEL KLAUS, ME 3 effective organization has been 

Saint of Engineers throughout Construction Chairman developed for the successful op- 

the country, is now honored by JOE. KELAR, BE 2 eration of this year’s plans. A 

the entire exposition with as Assistant aetna Finance general chairman will be respon- 
much profitable excitement as was ‘| -_ sible for all with the aid of five 

: ° Ticket Sales Chairman . . 
formerly true in the reverse di- OWEN HUSSA, ChE 4 assistant chairmen who have 

rection. All the engineers are be- | Agsistant Chairman in Charge of Public Relations | charge of the various depart- 
hind the program with everything WALTER GIESE, Min 4 ments. 

they have, and the whole affair Publicity Chairman For those students who have 

of development is now under full BEN BENNETT, EE 4 not yet entered into the swing of 

swing. Program Chairman things, may we say that there is 

Francis Albers acted as general NELSON HAUVER, BEd no time like the present. Practi- 
: > : Secretary a : 

chairman for last year’s exposi- PAUL FLUCK, CE 4 cal experience, fun, business con- 

tion, and everything was entirely a a HR SESS, everything included in one! 

new to him. Regardless of this You bet! Simply call on the 

handicap thrown in with the jeers of the many pessimists, chairman who is in charge of the division in which you 

Albers built the first major engineering exposition at the are interested, and he will be glad to help place you. 

University of Wisconsin into a roaring success. Every- Don’t forget for a minute that outside activities such as 

thing went over with a bang. The student and industrial this rate 50-50 with your school subjects when it comes to 

cooperation was three times better than was even hoped employment on the day of reckoning. The deadline for 

for, and all the visitors left the scene of the exposition the registration of student entries has been set for March 

with such remarks as “a swell show,” “wouldn’t have 8. Prizes for the individual student entries range from 

missed it for the world,” and “when’s the next one?” Well, $15 to $5. Go to it! 

here it is, and it’s everyone’s opportunity. As for the organizations that are not members of Poly- 
Do you remember a few of the highlights from the ’40 gon, there are three prizes in the offing. The first is a 

Expo... the grand opening with Governor Heil, remuneration of $25, second $15, and third $10. Excep- 

Dean Garrison, and Dean Johnson taking part ... the tionally keen competition is also developing in this field. 

ee 
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— ~e Physicist Wahlin Encounters 

7 ‘so | . . 

eae | Problems in Research 

hy Jerome Baird, met’ 43 

Prof. H. B. Wahlin 

F YOU ever intend to become a research man, this vacuum if not removed, it must be heated for a consider- 

I article may give you some idea of the precision re- able length of time before the specimen is placed in it. 

. quired and the difficulties encountered in this field. The presence of an alloying metal also causes extreme 

Professor H. B. Wahlin, of the physics department, has difficulties. The presence of 1/10,000 of 1 percent of such 

been doing extensive research on the surface properties a metallic impurity will change the properties of the metal 

ef various pure metals. During the past five years he has completely. This very minute quantity causes so much 

worked with tungsten, molybdenum, columbium, rhodium, trouble because upon heating for several hundred hours, 

iron, nickel, and cobalt. With the metals at a temperature this impurity may come to the surface instead of staying 

of 1100° C. and in a high vacuum, he and his students uniformly distributed throughout the metal. To show how 

have studied and recorded the thermionic emission, re- careful it was necessary to be in the preparation of the 

flecting power, positive ionization, and the emission of metals, take the case of obtaining electrolytic nickel from 

secondary electrons when the surface is bombarded with a nickel chloride solution with a platinum anode. There is 

high velocity electrons. enough platinum present in this nickel to spoil it for this 

The thermionic emission is the emission of free elec- high grade metallic research. Pure nickel anodes must 
trons on the surface of the metal when heated. Radio therefore be used. Fusion metals, that is, metals that 
tubes depend upon this property. It is measured by means have been prepared in a crucible, cannot be used because 

of a device capable of measuring currents as small as the crucible will contaminate the metal. 
10-13 amperes. Professor Wahlin had extreme difficulty in extracting 

All the metals with which Professor Wahlin has worked the last traces of cobalt from nickel. This is an intricate 

with have been as pure as it is humanly possible to get and laborious task when one considers that the physical 
hens, "De cbeataanerals whith ave Free fron oler metals and chemical properties of these metals are quite similar. 

as well as chemical impurities, and to get them into a All nickel ores contain cobalt, and the cobalt is alloyed 

stable condition, is the longest and most arduous part of with the nickel during the smelting operations. In co- 
iis research. operation with Professor A. J. Krombholz of the Chem- 

Since the property of emission of electrons depends istry department, Professor Wahlin has prepared many of 

upon the condition of the surface, the presence of a small his own specimens by electrolysis, since he was unable to 

amount of oxide on the surface may change the electronic obtain them otherwise with the desired purity. 
emission by a factor of as much as 100,000. Therefore, Since there is no definite size of the specimen required 

ihe mneeils amuse be: heaetveated Gh.a: vacuum for several for this research, Professor Wahlin has found it conveni- 

bundred hours until the oxide is broken down, leaving a (continued ‘on: page 14) 

pure metallic surface. Readings are made frequently on tt WSS? || AUS ee 

the specimen until the stable condition of a pure metallic eo A ye: 4 A gal . so 

surface is obtained and then at least once a day until suf- jf ihe! ae ee MUL ay y “Sil en 

ficient data has been obtained. il ie a ie F Ee Ee ieee un “or S 
During the entire research the specimen is kept in a 7 ee a Pag ‘ee ya P aN Sa t 

very high vacuum of 2(107'S) mm. of mercury, and at eT Le pr ah 4 ‘a a? 
temperatures of 1100° C. or higher. If the vacuum should j NTT df ey aR as Re A MA iH Wee nil 

ever become faulty, the molecules of gas would adhere to aaa lat al fo AF | vis Lay @ a 
. . mene ae ean ene ve 

the surface of the metal and cause erratic readings. The a ies aon a = a 
vacuum is maintained by a Cenco Hyvac pump which is ess a aoe Alita: a 

backed by two mercury diffusion pumps in which the mer- , i a x gs 
cury streaming down the sides of a tube carries the gases sega n : he 
with it. The pyrex glass of which the vacuum tube is a Bs ‘ 4 TT 

made comes in for special consideration. Since it contains = fine alll ; H 2 

large amounts of gases which would prevent obtaining a Vacuum pump with mercury diffusion flasks 
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Operation of an Activated Sludge Plan perat f an Activated Sludge Plant 
by Den E. Bloodgead, c'26 

Superintendent, Department of Sanitation, Indianapolis, Ind. 

In the disposal of sewage, there are two chief methods used. The first is by chemical 
means. Sewage 1s purified by the addition of chemicals to the raw sewage to precipitate 
the impurities. Second is the biological method. In this method the sewage is purified 
by the action of bacteria on the raw sewage. The activated sludge process is the newest 
and probably the most complete and successful biological means to be developed. The 
following article explains the operation of one of the disposal plants using this process. 

G DATE the activated sludge method of treating forming a mixture of about “65 per cent by volume of 
"Pecvoce gives the most complete treatment which is effluent and 35 per cent by volume of activated sludge.” 

economically possible. Though the courts have ruled This mixture is then pumped to the aeration tanks. 
by whom and how the process was developed, not all of The activated sludge is developed by supplying condi- 

the men in the field have agreed upon the decision. In tions so that the aerobic bacteria which are found in sew- 
fact, as one stands back and looks at the history of the age can thrive and multiply. “The activated sludge con- 

process, it appears very much as though nature’s ways, of sists of flocculent masses of microbial cells on which 

perhaps several thousand years, has been modified to particles of sewage become absorbed during agitation and 
meet a necessity. There is a popular belief that a stream aeration.” The main condition is the supplying of oxygen 

of water receiving pollution will purify itself in 20 miles. 5 the organisms that are to be utilized. In some plants, 
‘This is an entirely erroneous idea as the distance taken to and this applies to all of the larger installations, the air 

purify polluted water depends upon the amount of pollu- jg supplied by large low pressure air compressors. The air 
tion going to the receiving water or the amount of water ig diffused through porous mediums in the aeration tanks 
receiving the pollution, together with many physical char-  ghag break the air into small bubbles thus furnishing a 
acteristics of the stream. It can be said, however, that any large air surface to the material in the aeration tanks. In 

stream will purify itself in flowing some distance, but it 

must be remembered that a great deal of nuisance may be ater BI a j 

caused between the point of discharge and the point of ae ti ee x: oy 

final purification. Some streams do not have courses long ES eoNNG — i eee oe 6) 

enough to provide for the necessary biologic decomposi- a be oe ay Ae : 4 : . ee 
tion, furthermore, in this day of relatively high concen- eS ee 2 ae SOL i ae Sgr suc atean Linke 

tration of population there is not room for natural purifi- 2 as: eas a - == 4 

cation, so the engineers, chemists and bacteriologists have a er i as e Bice: aii * 

brought the self purifying stream into closer quarters and sia rey 3 — ree 
have concentrated the biologic activities in a small area Lea oF oe > a 

calling them sewage treatment works. There are sev- BR ROMS (Os ea 

eral different ways of doing this, but the one which will A typical sewage disposal plant 

be discussed will be the activated sludge method of sewage —Cut courtesy Sewage Works Engineering 

treatment. 

From the standpoint of the designing engineer, the the smaller plants the ait is supplied by beating the at- 

sewage plant is built to eliminate the pollution nuisance, mospheric SIE into the liquid with paddles or brushes or 

but to the sewage plant operator his plant is a group of the liquid is thrown through the air with pump-like mech- 

organisms that have to be reared, fed, and marketed on anisms. The air that ‘s Put into the liquid is taken up by 

the quantity of food coming to them in the sewage. If the water and then utilized by the organisms which: ane 

this attitude is taken there is little need for worry about there. The organisms use the oxygen of the air for the 

the quality of plant effluent being discharged to the S?™© Purpose as do the higher animals. The oxygen as- 
seat. sists them in utilizing their food found in the sewage. In 

The influent raw sewage passes first through a series of the cOnsHmpush of the sewage a8 food, polluting materi 

screens and then through a tank to remove the grit it con- als ane assimilated by the organisms and are made a part 

tains. Next, it flows into another tank which allows the of their bodies or are expelled as waste products in other 
: se : a forms. 

grease contained in it to rise to the surface where it is re- 

moved. The raw sewage, with the grit and grease re- In starting an activated sludge plant, the sewage is ad- 

moved, is flowed slowly through long, narrow primary mitted to the aeration units until they are full, then the 

settling tanks. Here the suspended organic matter settles addition of sewage is continued at a comparatively slow 

out, and is pumped into sludge digestion tanks. rate so that the aerobic organisms of the sewage have a 

The liquid from the primary settling tanks flows to chance to acclimate themselves, and increase in numbers. 

the inoculating chamber where activated sludge is added The quantity of sewage added to the aerated mixture is 

4 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



gradually increased from day to day. The return to the liquor should contain 1.0 to 3.0 p.p.m. of dissolved oxy- 

incoming sewage of the settled solids from the previously gen at the end of the aerator. The air being such an im- 
aerated sewage will gradually increase the solids concen- portant item in the support of the biologic masses, it must 

tration of the aerated mixture materially. The addition be carefully controlled by the plant operator. The quan- 

of more sewage has to be done very carefully so as to tity of air used is often spoken of as cubic feet per gallon 

not supply more organic food to the organisms than they of sewage, and varies from 2.0 to 0.5 cubic feet per gal- 

can consume. Over feeding of the organisms seems to lon. A more recent method of expressing the amount of 

have a very detrimental effect upon their existence. Inalike air used is cubic feet per pound of Bio-Chemical Oxygen 

manner underfeeding has a very detrimental effect, and Demand. This figure seems to be in the neighborhood of 

it can be easily imagined that starved organisms do not 700 to 1000 cubic feet per pound of B.O.D.. This latter 

thrive. Because of the complex nature of activated sludge, method of expression seems more logical and of course 

it is impossible at this time to count the bacteria in it so is an assistance to the plant operator who has a strong 

as to find out how many are present. But if they could be sewage to treat and has to explain why he uses such a 

counted or seen, there would be no way of knowing wheth- high per gallon air figure. 

er they were active in regard to their habits of eating. Be- 

cause of the oxygen utilizing power of these organisms, it 

seemed probable that their behavior and numbers might be | 

ascertained if the amount of oxygen used by them could Imhoff Malic : 

be determined. At Indianapolis, an apparatus and pro- settling tank a = NE Ba. 

cedure has been developed which seems to be of material showing rae | Se 

assistance in studying and following the activity of the closed gas a a eae meee 

organisms present in the activated sludge. It has been vent with domes 3 pci . ea Tn thd 

found. that the amount of oxygen required by a mass of oe Oger a Jee 4. eeq 

organisms is dependent upon the amount of undigested yo : eee 4S 

organic matter present in the activated sludge. It has been : ( ie ee \ a 

observed that activated sludge should have an oxygen de- Pe aaa . wy § 
mand, which is within limits established for the particular —Cut courtesy Sewage Works Engineering 
plant, when it has remained in an aerator the necessary 

length of time. To expand on this further, it is reason- Laboratory tests made on samples taken at various 

able to say that the oxygen demand at the end of an aera- places throughout the activated sludge plant are essen- 
tor is an indication of the amount of the incoming sewage tial to the plant operator. They inform him as to the 

or food that has been utilized by the sludge. If it has not efficiency of his plant and when properly tabulated and 
been used up as food, the bacteria will still be working on tecorded are an official record of what he has done as an 

ic and when they are amongst food that they can use, they ©Perator. 

use more oxygen. This figure gives the operator an idea From the aeration tanks the sewage, which contains 

whether the sewage coming to his plant has been used or little activated sludge, flows to a final settling tank. Flow- 

not. The activity of this same sludge is obtained by add- ing slowly through this tank, the flocs of the activated 

ing a synthetic sewage to the sludge and observing the sludge settle slowly to the bottom. The clear liquid flows 

oxygen consumption rates in five minute intervals over a out of the tank into the lake or river as the case may he. 

ninety (90) minute period. The activity figure expressed This effluent is free from organic matter and contains a 

in parts per million per hour of oxygen used is an indica- comparatively small number of bacteria. 

tion to the operator what he can expect his sludge to do.” A part of the sludge which settles out in the final set- 
The rate at which activated sludge settles is a valuable in- tling tank is returned to inoculate the raw sewage. The 

dication of the sludge condition and is important from the remainder is pumped into digestion tanks for several 

standpoint of plant operation. The laboratory test used months to become stabilized. This putrification and fer- 

to determine the settling rate is called the “sludge index” mentation generates quantities of gas which may be used 
| and. is expressed in different ways. It is essential in plant to run the machinery used in the plant. 

cperation control to know the concentration of solids in It must be remembered that the activated sludge pro- 

the aeration tanks. The concentration of solids in the cess is a rather delicate biologic mass which requires tech- 
mixed liquor must be given consideration when operating nical skill in handling it to the best advantage. The pro- 

a plant. cess is new and there is a great deal to yet be learned 

As the biologic activity of an activated sludge is aero- about it. Because of this, the young sanitary engineer 

tic, oxygen must be supplied to the organisms. As has should be encouraged to go ahead, with the feeling that 
been mentioned before, the quantity of oxygen required there is a great opportunity for him to help in developing 
by the organisms is dependent upon the number of or- the process to a higher degree of operating efficiency. 
ganisms present in the sludge and. upon the amount of = 

food present and available. It has been reported by a : factetiolows by Sarles, Frazier, McCarter, 1940 p. 144 

number of plant operators that they believe that mixed 3 Sewage Works Journal, November, 1938 
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GIRLS IN THE ENGINEERING SCHOOL 

MARY O’KEEFE .. . oe Ly =  <o ai 

. Have you met Mary O’Keefe? If _ ae ee = ‘ , 

| you are an engineer you have for Pr ica oy neregeisimereanest - a. 7 ss 

she has come in contact with rough- bites! he ne ore a7 y hy 

ly 7,000 of them since taking up her : @ er | - . 4 fe ee 

duties with the University. * : 2 a a =: er 
Miss O’Keefe is assistant to the ~ ame Pa 4 : f ” a | 

Dean, and a large part of her work - me : Va i ; 

involves freshman personnel. As- ‘ ne La 

sistant Dean of the Engineering : . 

School, A. V. Millar, is freshman Mary O'Keefe Roma Jane Allinder Betty Finn 

advisor, but this is too large a job 
fo! ome: man. so he teusts: Mise ROMA JANE ALLINDER ... BETTY FINN... 

O’Keefe to make judgments without Those lucky chemicals have with- From Green Bay West and Wis- 

questioning. For the conscientious, in their ranks one-half of our fe- consin High Schools comes Eliza- 

hard-working students, she always male engineering enrollment. Roma beth (Betty) Finn to contribute her 

has a word of praise. If there are low Jane Allinder is a junior chem en- share toward keeping the engineer- 

grades she generally knows whether gineer, but her blonde hair has ing school from boredom. Her 

it is due to too much outside work, nothing to do with chemistry. Ro- choice of civil engineering is a re- 

poor health, or other factors. But ma’s father is a construction en- sult of a suggestion of her uncle, a 

just try convincing her that thax gineer, but Roma herself is study- consulting engineer. To complete 

final you flunked “the morning aft- ing engineering for a singular rea- the engineering angle of the family 

er” was because the instructor didn’t son—she likes it. we have her father as a railroad en- 

like you. She has at her finger tips Unfortunately for the male en- gineer. 

the university records of the frosh gineers, Roma is a very proficient Betty isn’t waiting to get through 

engineers though one cannot help young woman. She is a real sports- school to get a job. She is already 

feeling that her own conception and man, liking especially horseback rid- working eighteen hours a week trac- 

- understanding of the student and ing, swimming, and fishing (she ing in the drafting department of 

his problems is far more important caught a nine pound wall-eye once). the Gisholt Machine Company, en- 

in the solutions and suggestions she She has taught diving and lifesav- abling her to earn about fifty per- 

has to offer. “Of course all this ing. Carrying the matter to ex- cent of her expenses while going to 

personnel work requires a lot of sta- tremes, Roma is also proficient with school. A certain mathematics in- 

tistics,” says Miss O’Keefe, “but to the pistol, rifle and shotgun. All structor tates some of her time— 

me they aren’t statistics but people.” this and pretty, too! Before pro- not credited as class time. 

Of course from the name you ceeding any further, it might as “Railway location” and 
would never guess that Miss well be known that Roma is en- “Strength of Materials” are two 

O'Keefe is Irish. She witnessed and gaged to one Bill Barck of Langley courses rated most highly in Betty’s 

enjoyed that last memorable stand Field, Virginia, a former chem en- school career. Betty claims to have 

of the St. Pat’s parade in ’38, but gineering student here. had loads of fun among the rattle- 
the exposition matches better her Just to prove that engineers need snakes at the civil engineering camp 

picture of the typical engineering not be bewhiskered, brawny, he-men at Devil’s Lake last summer. Her 
student. Her friends will tell you she takes her labs and shop courses greatest scare came last summer at 

that she is extremely modest and without hesitation. All of the Al- this camp, involving a lake, a canoe 

would far rather talk about her linder family are industrious, as and a storm. Needless to say, she 

work than herself. A manifest in- Mrs. Allinder is one of Northwest- survived. 

terest is also shown in people by her ern Mutual Insurance Company’s Since engineers do not get suffi- 

activities outside her work for she crack woman agents. Roma Jane has cient exercise traveling to and fro 

refuses to play a game alone such had. a diversified high school educa- from the hill to the mechanical en- 
as solitaire but enjoys playing tion, having matriculated at Wheat- gineering building, Betty has added 
bridge. on High, Illinois, at West High in the Hoofers’ club to her activities. 

Although engineers may some- Green Bay, and Custer High in Mil- She is also a Volunteer Red Cross 

times flunk out because of women, waukee. Incidentally, Roma Jane Nurse. Other hobbies include fig- 

Miss O’Keefe has frequently and Betty Finn were in the same ure skating, reading, and, of all 

wrought quite the opposite effect. class at West High. things, short beers. 
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ty Rey McIntosh, met’ 42 

Foundry Conference Civils SAVORIAS, J. LEE, °40, is a sergeant 
Y f in the H. Q. Battery of the 57th Field 

Several alumni and members of the FALCONER, ROBERT C., ’95, assist- Artillery at Camp Livingston, La. 
faculty were instrumental in the success ant vice president of the Erie Railroad, 

of ue Hes ag Rounder Conference: | re- died at his home in Erie, Pa., on Febru- ° 
cently held in Milwaukee. Among those ary 20. havied 
present were: Dean F. Ellis Johnson, COX, GLEN N., Ph.D. ’28, professor Mechanicals 
Prof. Joseph F. Oesterle, Prof. Edwin R. of mechanics and hydraulics at Louisi- ALBRIGHT <6. WARTON. %55. u dhe 
Shorey, Prof. George J. Barker, and ana State University, shares with Prof. HOUAEMESE SES dei. Lewis Viieltineon 
Philip C. Rosenthal; Arthur T. Baumer, Germano, also of L.S.U., the authorship been February 10, 1941, at Mountinside, 
— 26, general manager, Wehr _ of a new text entitled, “Fluid Me- NJ yu , : 
ompany, Milwaukee, Wis.; Laurence H. chanics.’ + ae 

Hahn, M.S. ’22, Sivyer Steel Castings HALL, GEORGE M., ’34, for a num- ERWIN, ARTHUR F., °35, formerly 
Company, Chicago, Ill.; Lawrence J. ber of years superintendent of the sew- general manager of the Zein Division of Mattek, °35, Wisconsin Steel Works, Chi- age treatment plant at Janesville, Wis., the Corn Products Company at Pekin, 
cago, Ill.; Delos I. Dobson, M.S. °26, is sales assistant in the industrial depart- _‘Ill, has returned to the Allis-Chalmers 
General Malleable Corporation, Wauke- iene ef the Wadham Division .of the Manufacturing Company, West Allis, 
sha, Wis.; Zuege, David C., MS. ’29, Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, in Mil- Wis., and is employed in the engine and 
technical director, Sivyer Steel Castings waukee. condenser department, now engaged in 

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.; Arthur R. producing antiaircraft gun bases. 
Higgins, M.S. °32, Allis-Chalmers Manu- KIRTLAND, EUGENE M., °37, is 
facturing Company, West Allis, Wis.; now proprietor of the Engineering Spe- 
Walter W. Edens, M.S. °37, Ampco Met- cialty Company, 318 W. Ridge Road, 
al Incorporated, Milwaukee, Wis.; C. H. Gary, Ind. He was sales manager for 
Lorig, Ph.D. °28, Battelle Memorial In- the Perfex Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis. 
stitute, Columbus, Ohio. fe DAGGETT, RONALD L. MS. °39 

° Lala} —I married Dorothy Genevieve Ried on 
. — Wednesday, February 12, 1941, at Stock- 

Chemicals a aan ton, Ill. They will make their home at 
VELGUTH, WALDEMAR, ’20, has 1 107 Potter St., Haddonfield, N. J. 

been appointed chief metallurgist for aR sy KINAST, A. J., 40, resigned his posi- 
the Buick Motor Company, Detroit, —— oN tion with the Barber-Colman Company, 
Mich, He was formerly a supervisor for CAA) \ 8 Rockford, Ill, to enter the training 
the same company at Flint, Mich. ee course of the Boeing Air Craft Company. 
WAITE, PHILIP H., ’31, has been =e a / Lj Address: Y. M. C. A., 4th Ave., Seattle, 

put in charge of the laboratories of the [li l <6 Wash. 
A. F. Gallun and Sons Company of { 514 - SCHLINTZ, HAROLD H., °41, is 
Milwaukee, Wis. This company is prom- — a working in the design department of the 
inent in the tanning industry of the es United Light and Power Service Com- 
Milwaukee area. pany, Davenport, Ia. 
KOEHLER, JOHN W., 39, research . 

assistant in the chemical engineering de- , 
partment, has enlisted in the Chemical LEFEVRE, WINFRED C., 734, who El ical 
Warfare Division of the United States has a engineer wits ‘he anaes. Diss ectricats 

: _ mon ompany in the Belgian Congo 

Ay, ae ie ee ceed at the Edge foe several years, is with Stone and Web. VOLLENWEIDER, ALBERT, 35, is wood Arsenal, Maryland. 2 . Z : : 
ster Engineering Corporation on the now assistant chief engineer of the Sie- 

e construction of an ordnance plant at benthaler Division of Aircraft Acces- 
Kankakee, IIl. sories Corporation, Kansas City, Mo. He 

| Miners and Metallurgists VOGEL, RALPH H., ’36, was married was formerly with R.C.A. 
| KRENZKE, FRED J., °40, who was a on March 8 to Selina Hanson of Madi- DICKE, BENJAMIN C., °38, is work- 

fainting engiiese WRG Gerke dé-Pste son, Wis. He is engineer for the Vogel ing with the firm of J. S. Hartt, consult- : Brothers Building Company. ing engineers, Madison, Wis., and is at Copper Corporation, Maracaha, Peru, Ss g) s ; > Wis., 

S. A,, sailed the first part of January for ANDERSON, # oY D 36, has a present engaged in the inventory and 
Cristobal, Panama Canal Zoné, t6 work turned from work at the Panama Cana appraisal of the Interstate Power Com- 

for the Frederick Suave Company. and is in Washington, D. C., as assistant pany, Dubuque, Ia. 
KEATING, JOSEPH M., 41, and engineer in structural design in the Navy OSTERHELD, D. C., °40, formerly 

Mary Louise Zander, S.C. °39, were Department. with the Westinghouse E. & M. Com- 
united in marriage February 25 at St. BAUM, JOHN, ’37, who was with the pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has returned to 
Paul’s University Chapel, Madison, Wis. Reclamation Service in Denver, is now the campus, taking a position as assist- 
They will make their home in Wauke- with the 28th Engineers (Aviation) build- ant to the director of the Memorial 
sha, Wis. ing an airfield at Yakutat, Alaska. Union. 
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A.LE.E. 

Thursday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p. m. 

O N T H E in the Mechanical Engineering 

A MP { Ss Building Auditorium was the time 

and place of the A.LE.E.’s last 

meeting. The business of the eve- 

. . r ning was the election of the Electri- with Bolt Diehl, e'43 8 wa ; 
cals’ St. Pat candidate. The popu- 

lar opinion of the group was to 

FROSH WIN HONORS Dzirbik, Edward M., ME ... 2.400 place their money on Tony 
Adding machines, computators, Crabb, Raymond R., ChE... 2.385 Krancus. After this business was 

” E S., ME wa 2.375 
and slide rules (or what have you) foe James. taken care of, the group heard a Kluenker, Frederick W., ME ......... 2.375 I 
have momentarily come to rest. As Devine, James E., ChE WWW... 2.353 talk by Mr. H. L. Olesen of the 

| a result, here are the grade point Carey, Thain H., ME 2.333 Weston Co. The subject was “Elec- 
, Ehlers, Walter H., EE... 2.333 f » : 5 Scconsih? z > tric Meters.” Mr. Olesen discussed | averages of Wisconsin’s up and Klang, Donald E. EE ee 2333 ‘nwaiz bast : i i 

coming engineers. If these happy Rohde, Robert L., ME... «2.333 the six basic moving elements of in- 

fellows continue to breeze through Gehrke, Forrest, EE 00. 2.313 dicating instruments. The lecture 

steam and gas, quantitative, and Kazan, John, ChE... 2.313 was illustrated with a display of the 
u : Schafer, William F., ChE... 2.313 : . \ 

hydraulics, setting the pace all the Duff, Philip, ME. 2.294 more interesting parts. Complete 

way... then they’re real engineers. Porath, Donald A., CE 2.294 cperating instruments in transpar- 

O. K.,, fellas, let’s see ya do it. eee pa me —— —— oan ent cases, or with windows cut in 
‘alabresa, omas A., encencerqeeee Bi . 

HIGH HONOR RATE Haugen, Arthur V., ME... 2.250 standard cases, were displayed to 

Leeflee, Alvin F., ME 3.000 Luell, Richard E., ChE... 2.250 show construction. and operation. 
Karl O. ME Martin, A. Harold, ChE. 2.250 Wegener, Karl O., ME 3.000 

Burger, Robert J., ChE 2.824 . Everyone agreed that Mr. Olesen 
Christensen, Lester E., CE 2.824 was a very interesting speaker. The 
Gohlke, Gerhardt A., ChE 2.824 THE NAVY AGAIN 5 ded with th al 
Palmatier, Francois N., EE 2.824 mectitig, sence wit the genera 

Geiger, Felix E., ME 2.813 Professor R. A. Rose of the rush for the refreshments. 

Jacobson, Elgin W., ChE 2.813 steam and. gas department received . 
Niles, Donald E., ME 2.813 a telegram February 29 from the 
Pennau, Karl L., ME 2.813 . , ‘ - 
Rawson, Edward R., ME 2813 Bureau of Navigation calling him A.I.Ch.E. 

Uffenbeck, Robert P., ChE 2.813 back to the navy. He will be Chief H Schmal . h 
Druckey, Irvin C., ChE 2.769 Engineer of the naval gunboat _ ent eehmalz, @ Junior chem: 
Verhaeghe, Robt. C., ME 2.765 Kil hich h b | ical, was elected as the A.I.Ch.E.’s 
Schmitz, Willard 2.750 Manea witch fas been recently : he pol 

converted to diesel drive. Professor new representative to the polygon 
HONOR RATE Rose, who is well known for his board. The Chemicals then formal- 

ue James z e ooo diesel research at Wisconsin, re- ly adopted their constitution. As 

Plass, Harold J., EE 2.706 gretted to leave his work and asso- this completed the business, both 

Foseelb Clarence R., mn 2.733 ciates, but he is willing to serve in old and new, the group settled back 
Charl Philip J.,M 2.667 4 . ‘ « 
Johnsen, T Rehed, ChE 2.647 the navy for whatever length of and enjoyed a discussion of ‘“Cor- 

Schuette, John F., ME 2.647 time he is needed. rosion of Metals” by Professor O. 
Caldwell, John R., ChE 2.625 P. Wate: 

Latson, Raymond V., ChE 2.625 ° 7 ants. 
Tevadhch, Wee Te ChE 5h A.S.MLE. - S.A.E. At the next meeting of the 

‘auschek, Max J., E : . 

Eck, Robert W., M&ME 2.588 ASME.-S.AE. held a joint Chemicals on Feb. 19, a talk was 
Keating, James Cc, ChE 2.588 meeting on Friday, February 28, at given by Mr. Charles Rowe of the 
Sell, John H., EE 2.588 ; ‘ : harnical _ # 
Hill, Gilman, EE 2556 the Memorial Union. The meeting chemical engineering staff. Mr. 

Ames, Donald P., ChE 2.538 was held in the interest of the St. Rowe’s subject was a very timely 

poles, ven ME CE nubs Pat election. The combined group one, “The Production of 100 Oc- 
auman, erritt R., CE 2.529 : " , 

Arnold, Philip E., ME 2.500 agreed that Bill Zunke would tane Gas”. He outlined the pro- 
Dieckmann, Robert, ME 2.500 be their candidate. After the bus- cedures that are taking place in the 
Spradling, Joseph W., ME 2.500 iness was dispensed with, a very & f the. Ch Engi 
Wright, Richard E., CE 2.500 é lk ven by Mr. V asément oF ihe hem. Engineer 
Mason, Richard G., ChE 2.471 ane ta ee Bivens By MER: Yan. ing Building. 
Beyét; James N, ChE 2.438 Epps, of Westinghouse Electric, on , 
Mikunda, Louis J.. ME 2.438 “The Precipitron,” a subject of vi- The next meeting of the A.I.Ch.E. 

Swanson, Robert R., ChE 2.438 tal interest to engineers. After the will be on March 12. Definite plans Pubanz, Harleth H., ChE 2.429 
Morman, Franklin C., ChE 2.412 refreshments were consumed, the have not as yet been made as to the 

Yundt, Charles G., ChE 2.412 meeting gradually broke up. program for the evening. 
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POLYGON HOLDS card the modern miracles of scien- low getting the call at this post was 
SMOKER tific engineering, Stuhldreher sug- Ervin Waulters. Afterwards the 

: : gested that we take up this slack by miners heard a talk by Mr. William 
Urging nation wide athletic par- body building measures such as ath- Brewster on the subject of “What 

ticipation as a means to rebuild letics, severe or mild, and our youth the Student Should Expect on Leav- 
America’s youth and rescue this will be able to carry on in genera- ing School.” Mr. Brewster covered 

country from the physical slump in- tions to come. his subject so thoroughly that when 
to which it has been unconsciously the fellows were asked if they had 
sinking, Athletic Director Harry any questions, there was no re- 
Stuhldreher addressed two hundred z sponse. The other guest of the eve- 
student engineers in the Memorial per ning was Mr. C. M. Bradburry. 
Union’s new theater at the Polygon eeP f Tuesday night, Feb. 25, the 
Smoker, February 26. In coordina- AY i (f A.I.M.E.’s held a business meeting. 
tion with his talk, Stuhldreher NO Con The first thing taken care of was 
showed a composite movie of choice s j Sy ip the election of a St. Pat’s Day can- 
action shots taken during Wiscon- TZ didate. Popular Bob Schroeder was 
sin’s 1940 football season. il the miner’s choice. Fred Thoke was 

Ray Erickson, general chairman a then chosen as chairman of the 
of this year’s Engineering Exposi- —- aS doughnus, beer and miner’s exhibit in the approaching 
tion, asked for willing students to P ; 2 Pew expo. When the baseball season . . . rounded out the Polygon Smoker I d ill fad. ch offer their assistance in staging the in the Memorial Union's Greae tolls around, one wi na the 
show by serving on any committee H tl A.L.M.E.’s well prepared, for those 
wf thelr choice. ane ; fellows interested in playing got to- 

h igh Tk In his talk, Stuhldreher pointed A.LM.E. ‘hoes Sees night and talked 
out that modern engineering has so The usual dinner preceding the e 

eased the daily routine of Amer- regular meetings of the A.I.M.E. S.A.E. 
icans that we are no longer the ro- was given on Feb. 12 in the library March 6 has been set as the date 
bust, energetic race that we used to of Mining building. The business of the next meeting of the S.A.E.’s. 
be, but rather a soft people sur- of the evening was the election of The lecture for the evening will be 
rounded by luxury. Rather than dis- a polygon representative. The fel- titled “The Four Wheel Drive.” 

| 

F R E E A 

@ Mil Ball promises to be the event of the school year... of course you 
want to go... and you can go FREE as the BADGER’S guest by selling 

10 Badgers between March 15 and April 4, the day of the Ball. A one 

dollar down payment credits you with a sale... A sale made easy by the 
| inclusion of this year’s championship basketball team in the BADGER. Get 
| your subscription blanks at the BADGER office, 3rd floor, Memorial Union! 
| 
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AOU or LN ose aah Try It Again! 
THE OSCILLOGRAPH LIGHTNING ARRESTERS 

The Westingh athode-ray oscillograph Lightning is a constant threat to transmission 
makes written records of electrical events oc- lines, Westinghouse has constructed lightning Regardless of how you came out on 

ing i short a ti : arresters that protect the highest voltage : : ‘ 
Ponca garticd, whieh is: the last series of questions, here’s 
2. One cycle of a 60 cycle per second wave + 33,000 volts 

3. One-thousandth of a second 2 66,000 volt another chance for you to see how 
ili ie ; its “ys * . 

A: One:nillionth ef 9 sesomd, 4. 287,000 volts familiar you are with important de- 

velopments in the field of electrical 

Pe  . = | fi 6H Ve engineering. 

re BS «¢. gh 4 sare provided f ee sa See oS aN re Optional answers are provided for 
 § A re PS) A Ne . . . 

ao a Bi he oo we, 7 e each of the six questions listed at the 

bere wl ) Ce jibe@ ; uy a Pci g left. Your task is to check the correct 
Beil cele | yy sea ve — 6 

mere Be 4 — 48 Ue. s * +e 
een b i BO chs i is <oe i ao answer in each instance. To elimi- 
get A etl NE ee MS terete ae eal . 

Somme A : on Wan nate any peeking, the answers are 
DEEP OIL WELL DRILLING STEAM-TURBINE GENERATOR printed below, upside down. 

Great depth is being attained with electrig rigs Installed in Philadelphia is the langest single 
ing Westinghouse equipment. ‘To date, holes shaft steam-turbine generator ever constructed. . 

have been “dvilled as deep as: : b was built by Westinghouse and can develop: Tf you get four out of six correct 

1. 1200 feet » 17,500 kw ’ + . nt 
2. 400 tet 2 72500 ky you'll be doing all ate ve owt of 
3. Two and one-half miles . 165," Ww six asses ou will onors. ou 

4, Six and one-third miles, 4. 850,000 kw P a y 

should know all the answers you can 

5 Pe Cam oe a 3) 7g ; give yourself a good pat on the back 
 .: > ey ©€. | ‘22 Bey 8 P 

lM oe Bs |. Ba 

| p\ ‘=. Ea | [2 x ANSWERS x 
ef ~ oo 

; — lf bs 3 >. . a oF | sp coup rene eapdioupsa uorag 
la . J. 8 a 

3 y | 3 : —_— ue eal tg ssuyo ayy] tomueg ewopeag 

SEADROME CONTACT LIGHT DE-ION PRINCIPLE / “gi tauy rowwiouey ousqing-utv0ig 

The Seadrome Contact Light, developed by ‘As pioneered in 1928 by Dr. Joseph Slepian, 
Westinghouse to facilitate night landing of sea- Westinghouse Research Engineer, the De-ion . — 4‘ 
planes, is turned on and off by: principle is concerned with: “g ‘uy ua 2 LO doo 
1. Aman in a launch 1. Faster, more efficient extinction of clec- 
2 ‘An electsi tric arcs ; | ag sects siowouy Suuaysry 

3. Radio signals from shore 2. Ane method of charging for electric power y “uy 
4. d cable, . ‘The theory of magnetism ep soutien 6 

Asubimoigedicebis 4. Harnessing the power of the atom. y “uy ydexdo1[1989 ou, 

nc 
Sad e * oe ‘mild 

“e - NGS | ‘ 
« : 5 

ae” Ee gd Ve Wee 
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. 7 help build it from the ground down, 
One Will Be coe should we say. Tests show that an- 

timony is present and a complete 
I 4 1 8’ I P A T unit for extracting it is to be in- 

e stalled. 

When queried about the St. Pat’s 
© Presented here are the five men selected by the respective engineering societies as candidates episodes of days gone by, Bob re- 
Jor the ancient, sacred honor of St. Patrick, The winner of this exalted position is determined by fe & é i . 
ballot, one vote for cach ticket or button sold, and will be announced during the premier night plied, “I still think those shysters 
of the Expo. King Put will reign at the Expo Ball, Friday night, March 28, to the suave strains were behind the plan to have the 
o] Stephen Swedish's smooth syncopation. cops ban: those parades.” Perhaps, 

but the eggs came first. 
LOUIS LANZ... tracks the next morning, looking for 

ie “Ozark” L he chemi the dozer. BILL ZUNKE... 
heute “ae ‘tides " . ‘ ine Louie goes for outdoor sports and From the university pumping sta- 

cal enginesss can Fs te 4 eae 8 women, but not the Wisconsin wom- tion comes Bill Zunke to take his 
all competitors se Fe bb oe tik en. Just give him the gals from chances as the mechanicals’ candi- 
contest to date: ste 4 4, y a Missouri that you hear about in St. date for St. Pat. Bill is another of 

< ae a a chin. Louis Blues. these big boys 
en : CHEER BING: CRI, ees Cmeasuring 

‘ub i ises S - ; 4 which promises BOB SCHROEDER .. . LR an inch over six 
. to be a beauty “Share, and waren’t the Cornish if a Ls feet. Already he 

‘ . : — | 5 * ee’ by March 17. miners of England (close to Ire- 7X me, 2 ~—Shas a nice black > Le 
“a ~ In case you're land) the best in all the land?” And = = ~ @2E_sbeard« started. 1G i , ; - wondering, the so Bob Schroeder, though not cote Bill may well «oO, ee . SF : J Og ark” is a blessed with a Yo _ vy __ihave earned his 

nickname hand- ; name like Mc- nomination on 
ed to Louie be- 3 : Carthy or Mur- merit because he 

Lanz aise SF his d phy, fills the not only worked 
home abode. He ce , a mining engi- Zunke on the Exposi- 

ils e i ? oa y : r hails from Webster City, Mo., way ie ) 2 neer’s concep- tion last year but is assistant Gener- down mountaineer way. Despite his oe tion of what St. al Chairman in charge of exhibits 
nearness to the Arkansas mountains, — 4 Pat should be. this spring. In addition, he is the 
Louie still prefers the hills of old 4 Bob, a big six secretary of the student branch of 
Virginny, where he spent several foot three boy, the A.S.MLE. at Wisconsin. 
summers. Schroed famed around After graduating from Washing- . chroeder x8 . : ‘ : That beard of Louie’s has already the mining ton Park high school in Racine, Bill 
stood him in good stead. In 1939, school for his innumerable pranks, worked with the Modine Manufac- 
he was awarded a prize at the St. such as devouring mice, is doing his turing Company for four years. 
Pat’s dance for growing the reddest best to cultivate a beard suitable to During summer vacations he has 
beard among the engineers. Funny the occasion. So far, there are just been working as draftsman for the 
thing about that contest . . . Louie enough barren stubbles here and J. I. Case Company and this year is 
and some of his pals got together ther to keep him encouraged. assistant engineer in the university 
and proceeded to use some red hair Varsity crew is his biggest outside pumping station. With all this ex- 
dye on his already cardinal beard. activity right now, although Bob did perience under his belt Bill is cast- 
Well, the beard put the dye to what he considers his fanciest row- ing his lot after graduation this 
shame. ing two summers ago. He and a spring with the Babcock and Wil- 

One day last fall while they were buddy climbed intera ganoe in a lit- cox Boiler Company of New York. 
“4% @ iz . tle river in northern Minnesota and The queen is all picked if Bill is building ye “Rock,” Lanz and some : 

; i . paddled with a good many portages elected; one of those rather perma- of his dorm companions, coming ; ’ ; oy . all the way to Hudson Bay. In gen- nent kind. Here’s hoping she won’t home from an evening’s date, spied : Sans - . . uine mining style, they prospected mind a few whiskers for the next one of the caterpillar bulldozers : . . 5 all along the way. Every two weeks month. Bill promises us that the resting along the road. Louie, be- . . . or so brought them to a new trad- mechanicals have the most novel ing a good engineer, of course knew ‘ ' . ee ing post or settlement until they scheme ever conceived for a St. Pat how to drive it, so the boys rode Gaal ‘ nally reached the bay, two and a dance, but that as yet seems for only 
home to the dorms thae night by a half months later. mechanicals to know about. In fact, 
rather direct route (right down the After graduation, Bob has his eye Bill promises us that the mechani- 
hill). They got a big kick out of on a mine in Cuba. So far, it is just cals have a few spectacular things 
the workmen following the “cat” a mine on paper, but he hopes to up their sleeves for the Expo. 
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ANTHONY KRANCUS... nity, and Pi Mu Epsilon, honor- chickens on State street that night 

Tony, the crew captain, who is ary mathematics fraternity, as well in 738?” he grins. 

the electricals’ Son O’ Erin, will be as secretary of the Wisconsin stu- As all good civils must, Bob put 

swinging a shillelah instead of an dent branch of the American So- in his term in the Devils Lake sum- 

oar for the next couple of weeks. ciety of Civil Engineers. mer camp. He says there was noth- 

Since Tony was “With everything on the percent- ing very exciting about it but he did 

: featured in this age basis, we civils have got a find out just how good a beard he 

a mS) ©§=©360Dlcolumn two chance,” says Bob, “and if hard could grow. Really, that green cape 

a ae months ago, work will do it, the civils will elect will look fine draped from Bob’s 

al once over lightly their man.” The only flaw in the shoulders on the 27th of this month 

SS 7 is all he will get scheme as Bob sees it is that the if his boys give him the support that 

— 4 te “ in this write-up. parade has been abandoned. “Re- every St. Pat must have. After the 

2 | j = In true St. Pat member the layer of unhatched dance, too. 

' - style, Tony is 

! worrying about OS wegen] Mer ey y Em, | < 
the development — UL py A = se 

Kraneus f that necessar: = , ——— ie S sary cia prncncnscaie 
whisker patch. He says that he —— SUCCESS STORY fee 
would appreciate any stimulant of- = — ao } i } /- oF uy — : 
fered to such growth, but confiden- ee oo Le Ad y Let ze > . 

tially it looks as if the beard LG Ad a] 4 No ee 

O’Krancus will be a credit to the ww ia/ u Ad >» \ i 
shamrock. C= <— VA J ‘\C o— ice) 

z a oe a ee L. tated 
For six years Tony dropped out ~ (ee " > ey — i \—et 

of the life of a scholar but since > po Ff ee 0 3 xo \ L 
coming to Wisconsin he has cut a re X\ - . > RS of 

: ey PF gj A e 2 
wide swath. Besides pulling his own 2 Co fey “ij Alb ot of port! « 7 

, . =. oe y xuret ~ ce? eI 
in varsity crew for three years he Qin p | P| manvrac expenien es | 
managed to attain membership in a — *| | i ae! e A orts yhis .on a \ 

Eta Kappa Nu, honorary electrical a FS 4 = a ey caps “a pushing ie cops ion 
engineering fraternity. Just recently — N PS Ag | A Guide Find out weantes! voinet AL 
he was made lieutenant-colonel in -— / A ij L for © ow the * rc? Wes? the R.O.T.C. ag J a MM 88 woot: e ysed ind 

— | ~~ zi ee irene a ave 4s NOW oui? 1 

BOB HOGENSON ... a ) ]/ => Grede Or Nand WS LY ysod 31° 
The civils have picked a man who Nu pushing ag previ’ 

promises them the longest and every! 
blackest beard conceivable on any see and that’s how ONE 

of the St. Pats in Past, present or 

future. Bob Ho- Manufacturer Profits by the use of AMPCO METAL 
genson is a sen- Pee ee ” . “ . ‘ 
ior in civil engi- __ggieaaa WN How about you? Is ‘metal failure’ causing trouble in any 

4 Ay . 
neering from — part of your product or production tools? AMPCO METAL 

Wind Lake, Wis. a _ = — the service-proved aluminum bronze alloy — may be 
In spite of Nor- Log ra the answer. It's outstanding in its resistance to wear — its 
Belie ‘Ge Ga Te toughness and strength — its resistance to impact, stress, 

nn}. fatigue and corrosion. Where other metals fail, AMPCO 
indicates a po- ae 4 
tential beard as very often succeeds. Isn’t 
promised. “Had : it worth trying? Explain ’ 

to shave twice Hogenson your problem and our tech- 
for that interview,” says Bob, “but nical staff will work out 

you can see that my campaign start- recommendations. There's \ 

ed this morning.” ; no obligation. Write — 
The interview mentioned was with Ea 4 

the Pennsylvania Railways, where AMPCO METAL, INC. po oe Fe 7h 
Bob is hoping : Dept. WE-3 f . RR. : 

op Is Hoping For an opening. Milwaukee, Wisconsin the step oo “| 
Bob is a member of Chi Epsilon, Cee aie Without An Saal WD C 

honorary civil engineering frater- ; 2 a4 
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RESEARCH . oe (continued from page 3) 

ent to use a piece of metal 12 cms. long, 2 mm. wide, and 
ee Q' | ‘Al | I C 99 -l mm. thick. A strip of iron that has been heated at high 

temperatures for a long time looks as though it has been 

galvanized. It is very lustrous and has many crystals that 
hy Bot genk, wa 43 have grown to 1 or 2 mm. in diameter. 

The temperature of the specimen is read by means of 
an optical pyrometer with a disappearing filament. The 

Advice current passing through a special filament in the pyro- 

With Lent at hand and quizzes once again rearing their tet heat it up, and when the temperature of the spect- 
| : ‘ h men and filament are the same, they each radiate equal ugly heads, we feel this an opportune time for the presen- : . 
i 7 we amounts of light so that the filament disappears. The tation of some rules for righteous living—and success. ‘ E = 

: 3 ; . amount of current passing through at the time is meas- 
First of all don’t plan to give up attending classes for : 

; ce ep ured on an accurate potentiometer, and the temperature 
forty days—and when you're thinking, “Ill only do a 

. . ” is calculated from the currents. 
little of this or that” remember that ar ' wo AS oe . . : A cylindrical asbestos covered furnace 6 inches in di- : though every little bit helps it only ; sede : : f 5 j : 7 ameter and 20 inches high is used in this research. The ee helps a little bit. This sort of an atti- , ‘ . ‘ A . glass vacuum tube that contains the metallic specimen is by VES tude is usually the prelude to extra- ; : wg j ; ie . fo . placed in a vertical position in the furnace and is con- ey | curricular activities — which have : , Hae | . : ; nected with the vacuum pumps by a glass arm extending 

Aa UW \ their place—but bear in mind that he : . Pha \ Ah . . from the side of the vacuum tube. There is another break ah | who sows wild oats soon acquires that . : ea , in the asbestos wall to allow the pyrometer to sight the 
seedy look—however, if you must, at < 

; ; . vacuum tube. Wires extend from the top and bottom of 
least don’t plant any on a cop’s chin—and women—re- 5 

% the tube for the purpose of heating the furnace, and for member that boy constrictors soon come to be known as es kes in the grass measuring the emission of electrons. sna ‘ : af ‘ ; ‘ . 8 . ee, The patience and diligence with which this research has 
It is indeed a sad thing, but drinking is said to be a part been conducted is reflected in the accuracy of the results 

at some of these activities. Now we are aware of the fact’ gbeained. If you think you are annoyed when the lights 
that whiskey Falls more people than bullets chiefly be- go out for a few minutes due to transmission difficulties, 
cause bullens don’t drink—and hh feel that, once in a you can sympathize with Professor Wahlin for he must 
while, it’s all right to be out-drinking—but not a camel. start his research on that specimen all over again every 

Don’t gamble! — which reminds us — you can lead a_ time this happens. 

horse to water and drown him, as far as we’re concerned, During this research Professor Wahlin has discovered 
if he’s the one we bet on last week—also you can lead a an entirely new method for determining the A» point in 
man with good horse sense to water and he’ll drink it. the iron-carbon equilibrium diagram. The A» point de- 

Don’t kick a man when he’s down—he may get up. notes the temperature at which the alpha iron is trans- 
Remember that he who feels he is the salt of the earth, formed into gamma iron, alpha iron being stable below 

and says so, is due for a sprinkling. this temperature, and gamma iron stable above it. By 
And here’s a lesson for some of the more amorous En- Working with carbon steel, he has determined the emissi- 

gineers, who should be told that no woman tries to collar Vity factor of alpha iron to be .445, and that of gamma 
a man who has lost his shirt. iron as .415. The emissivity factor is the percentage of 

light that radiates to the pyrometer as compared with that 
e 

from a black body and can be measured. Thus a direct 
The only time some girls show pluck is when they’re reading on the surface of a metal will show a temperature 

out to feather their nest. lower than the correct temperature. The true temperature 

° may be calculated from the surface temperature and the 
With all apologies to fellow Engineers, can’t you just emissivity factor. Since the emissivity of a black body is 

see some of those senior Civils a few 1, true temperatures are obtained by sighting on such a 
years from now—“But Chief, it wasn’t _ body. A black body is obtained by drilling a small hole in 
my fault the bridge collapsed. I | il { AMES the side of the hollow cylinder of metal. By sighting the 

5 Hy . . : : though that fly speck was a decimal x Ze [ metal inside the hole, Professor Wahlin obtains the cor- 
point.” Ie EY rect temperature, and by sighting the surface of the metal, 

e° Mr & he obtains an apparent temperature. By noting the cor- 
We were given the following as one 7 rect temperature when there is a sudden drop in the ap- 

of the reasons for the discontinuation of the pattern shop parent temperature, he has found the temperature at 
courses—“Too many of the students had their calcula- which the emissivity of the surface changes, and therefore 
tions a bit confused—they were getting bored feet from the temperature of the alpha to gamma transformation ot 
stepping on nails.’ the As point. 
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° 238 handsome designs 

io choose from TAPS MAKE CARS 
° For every occasion; for POSSI BLE 

‘ ; = 
relatives; for friends. 

e Lots of clever, really Screw threads hold vital parts together — and 
. reliable, accurate taps are needed to cut the 

humorous designs. screw threads. 
75 years of experience of the largest small tool 

5 d manufacturer in the world are back of every tap 

Cc an 25¢ which carries the “G.T.D. Greenfield” trademark. 

This experience has made “Greenfield” small 

tools the choice of not only automobile manu- 

B R O W N 9 NS facturers but metal working plants of all kinds. 

‘ GREENFIELD TAP & DIE CORPORATION 
GREENFIELD, MASS. 

STATE AT LAKE STREET //O GREENFIELD 
TAPS + DIES * GAGES + TWIST DRILLS + REAMERS - SCREW PLATES + PIPE TOOLS 

——— : = Ce ee ae 

a ee 
po Sl ie i Ee ee 

LIDE RR SLIDE RULE CARRIERS eS 
35c each : Poy | 

: a ee 

DROP IN AND SEE THEM oS ag nis aa 
Po ee Jie 

Courtesy of TWA 

Student Book Exchange | — @ AMBRIDGE 
“Nearest the C st | Nearest the Camp | AERO-MIXTURE INDICATOR 

: — ————— ————————— sore nen ‘This flight instrument determines the Fuel- 
wm. Air Ratio by analyzing a sample of the ex- 

—eeeeee Cee (| haust gas. It provides a continuous guide 
es ay 8 \ enabling the pilot to control accurately the 

Q emmeeat@me all-important mixture ratio from sea level 
Ask for b ls I ra | to the highest altitude. This instrument is 

. = L; used on air transports and military ships 

KENNEDY- Zoe > UTS EB . throughout the world. Cambridge Precision 
ey Gy XS |= ‘ Instruments are available for both science 

MANSFIELD re oO eee and industry. 
e ‘ A * OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS 

ist i and Ri ‘de Physical Testing Ii 
Pure * vit Wann) ° Moiscate tagicttemometers  Laborsory Insts. f9¢ Acc. and D.C. 

. 0 QS | * { Galyanometers Engineering Instruments 
Dairy | as) Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Instruments 
Products y AO Se y Q and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments 

Q & pee CAMBRIDGE 
Served atl SFt INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

leading restaurants 3732 Grand Central Terminal New York City 
SE ee SEND FOR LITERATURE OF INSTRUMENTS OF USE TO YOU 
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| es oe <a |. Our lawyer (that word) has gone to New York on busi- 

ain ha ee 184 ttn, = ue SS 7 ness so we can’t leave ourselves 
oe : roa Bo e, >. — open to libel by mentioning any isa 

z : cs, @B tong io 4 names, but there is a certain pro- UE ~ ee 

CS ES nae “egy y fessor in the Law School who is so on| oh ne 
NS > ee Eh ay y % . PROFESS ld i Bees | Mawr =i “etn 7 absent-minded that he eats his | ay 

~ —s ~~ Go / 7 newspaper and reads his alphabet Pe a 
' =~ : = = Re NSS 7 : | soup—and. speaking of professors i, 1 ~ i 

be “al " : ° Se yo - | —the Engineering Prof who comes = SGHRNIi aeNtOaieR a 

i Want help in Sy f : o| to class late is rare—in fact, he is 

i WF lass by himself. (Sorry) 
a T Tax ¢ sy ee mae 
ft DRAWING ? et . 

gt 4 
ama Camas 

® This “R B & W Handbook of Common Machine Fasteners” shows . 

how fo represent more than thirty different types of bolts, nuts, I think that I shall never see 
rivets, etc. on assembly and detail drawings where these standard A. grade much: beter than a C 

fasteners appear. This booklet does not give dimensions nor speci- g : aes 
| fications of fasteners, but does show the most widely used conven- ‘nf & 
! tions for their representation. Although my hungry mind is pressed 

More than 30,000 copies have been requested by students, in- ’Gainst learning’s full and flowing breast 
structors, and professional draftsmen. It fits inside a drawing 

instrument case. Your ill be promptly sent to you—free 

upon request. Write to our Port Chester address. T find my lot to ever bear 
PE RB&W, since 1845, has been a leds the manufacture A world of worry, woe and care. 

may of bolts, nuts, rivets, and other threaded fastenings —is today 
aT the world’s leading manufacturer of these products. Upon my bosom work has lain, 

Tine BURDSALL & WARD And lain and lain and so they claim 

BOLT AND NUT COMPANY. That verses come from fools like me 
PORT CHESTER, N.Y. ROCK FALLS, ILL. CORAOPOLIS, PA. But only God could raise my C. 

@ 106 

ING SERVICE 
You ARE INVITED to visit our new location at 

823 University Avenue. We are housed in our own 
modern building, and increased floor space and 

| facilities assure prompt and increased service to our 
| customers. WE’RE EXPECTING YOU TO CALL. 

CAMPUS PUBLISHING CO. 
| 823 UNIVERSITY AVENUE TELEPHONE BADGER 1137 
| 

| ___ 
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Dey FoR except in distant stars or elsewhere in cosmic oY We yecTe Ne SAGE yt space. 
| ie ms Bacay ae ey a Atomic particles will be. fed into a circular 

ap Ao ee...” chamber where they will receive successive “kicks,” 
ge a > whirling them around in continually widening ee oo ——— circles until they reach a window or port on the 

ee a — side of the chamber. The element to be bombarded | 
ee a will be placed over this window where it will re- 

= ceive the full force of the ion beam. 
FLOATING POWER Vor this machine General Electric is building Be in’29, when the water supply in Tacoma, electric equipment, which will occupy the space 

Washington, was so low that. the hydro- of a two-story house. The chief function of this electric stations could not generate enough  ¢quipment will be to make ordinary electric current 
electricity for the city’s requirements, the U.S.S. Capable of operating the giant atom smasher. Lexington—a turbine-electric drive airplane car- we 
rier—supplied the power necessary to tide the city | Nn 4 : through the emergency. an fs r Ol & od | 

A year later on the opposite side of the country, \| | " DLS AIS the Facona, a ship built during the last war, was “| T@: 
made into a floating power plant by installing waa Cg 7 i 
two 10,000-kw turbine-generators in its hull. It is 7 \ ws at present in service on the Piscataqua River a oN 
near Portsmouth, N. H. LY 

General Electric is now studying the possibilities Si 
of a 50,000-kw floating power plant, which could <—é 
be towed through America’s coastal and inland 

| waterways and hooked up to regular distribution DETECTIVE STORY lines to generate electricity in emergencies. Such a Fi geen HOSPITAL was in an uproar. The generating station could be housed in a hull similar technicians in charge of the hospital’s to that of a lake freighter. radium supply had lost a radium “needle”—only 
e 3-3 milligrams to be sure, but enough to burn a us is ghey person seriously if the needle were caught for long 

Ate | in his shoe or clothing. 
We SPR An appeal for help was sent to the General 
AA N Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady for a 

LAS \ “Geiger Counter”’—an electric “ear” which detects 
Sey A VY a and amplifies the otherwise inaudible “explo- 
— — sion” of the radium as it breaks down. 

=e When Dr. C. W. Hewlett (N. C. State, ’06) of the 
GIANT ATOM SMASHER G-E Research Laboratory entered the suspected 

Operating room, the counter immediately began S° powerful that its atom-smashing beam of — to “cluck” its warning of radioactivity nearby. 
ions would melt an ordinary brick as fast asa After a false start, the counter took to the trail blowtorch would melt a pound of butter will be like the Hawkshaw it is, and eventually, as Dr. the U. of California’s new 100,000,000-volt cyclo Hewlett lowered it. to the floor in front of a tron. The 4900-ton giant—16 times more radiator, the clucks became barks. And there, powerful than the present outfit—will generate snuggled against the wall under the radiator, was atomic energies greater than any now in existence the missing radium, 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC
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